


SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN SINCE 2006

OUR STORY

Kona Sports products are sold all over the world. We who work in the team are proud of that.
Ever since Kona Sports was founded in 2006, we have competed with the help of Scandinavian
design and quality. Sustainable innovation guides us. We are in constant motion to provide our
customers better products that will be loved and used for a long time. Kona Sports was
founded as a windsurfing company and it is still an obvious part of our DNA. When SUP came
to the Nordic countries, we were pioneers. We had the expertise to unite several worlds -
efficient board design, smart manufacturing technology and in-depth knowledge of
biomechanics. These skills are gathered in our products for SUP racing and SUP training.

ABOUT US

Our mission goes beyond providing great products, our mission is
health! We are firm believers that stand-up-paddling has the
power to transform your life, both on a physical and psychological
level. Therefore, we work very hard on providing education to the
market. By sharing our knowledge through clinics, training camps
and through our digital platforms we hope to provide value to both
customers, distributors and to the sport as a whole. 

OUR MISSION 

The Kona team are very passionate about both our sport, products
and our clients. We believe that diversity makes us stronger. The
members of the Kona team all come from different backgrounds
but we are united by our love for stand-up-paddling and driven by
sharing that passion with others. 

OUR TEAM

Since 2006 the Kona brand has been focused on providing lasting
quality and timeless Scandinavian design that stands the test of
time. We always strive to improve and innovate with a clear focus
on sustainability, customer experience and performance 

OUR PRODUCTS 

https://kona-sports.com/en/kona-sports-team


FIND YOUR 
ADVENTURE

William Larsson / Jämtland, Sweden 



The "Kona Feeling" 
First of all, what makes Kona's SUP
boards for training and competition so
unique is that they are designed based
on the new efficient paddling technIque,
the so-called Nordic stroke. This
scientifically developed paddling
technique for SUP draws inspiration
from cross-country skiing where we
mainly use our body weight to propel
the board. The prerequisite for us to be
able to propel a SUP board with the help
of our body weight and gravity is that
the board has the right width in relation
to our own body length. When we
paddle a board with the right individual
width, we thereby also get a more
ergonomic and powerful paddling
stroke.

KONA
STABILITY FOR
 PERFORMANCE

CONCEPT

Stability For Performance™
We at Kona realized early on that how stable a SUP board felt was absolutely critical to how fast it
could be paddled. Since we want the board to be able to paddle as efficiently as possible, we cannot
build stability solely from the width of the board, as a board that is too wide in relation to our body
length will be very difficult to paddle and can, in the worst case, lead to injuries. A large part of our
development work, therefore, continues to design SUP boards that are narro enough for anyone to
paddle them with as ergonomic and therefore efficient a paddle stroke as possible, without worrying
about balance.



RACE 
BOARDS 

PRODUCED IN EUROPE
All KONA racing boards are
produced in Europe. This enables
production with short and reliable
lead times and less C02 emissions
in the process. Better for you, and
better for the environment! 

ON-DEMAND
PRODUCTION 
Our close-to-home production
also enables us to produce on-
demand. This removes the need
for long pre-order periods and
keeping large stock volumes.
Delivery time: 3-6 weeks 

CORE/ CORE LIGHT
CONSTRUCTION
All Kona race boards are available
in two versions:
Core & Light construction.
The Core version provides
competitive weight and great
durability while the Light versions
is designed for maximum
competitiveness  and minimal
weight. 

NEW CORE MATERIAL 
All Kona core model 2 race boards
are now built with a high density
carbon core! The new
hydrophobic foam repells water
and guarantees low weight, even
if the board becomes damaged. 



NUMINOUS 
M2 HOLLOW

STIFFER, LIGHTER
FASTER!



14 x 21 | 14 x 23 | 14 x 25 

NUMINOUS 
MODEL 2 NUMINOUS

MODEL 2
If you are looking for a board
that makes you internationally
competitive in all disciplines,
this is our obvious
recommendation!

SPEED 
PHENOMENON
The Kona Numinous 14.0
Model 2 is an extremely easy-
to-drive and fast-accelerating
SUP board that, thanks to its
design, is just as good in a draft
position as in what it was
primarily created for;
to be first 

VOLUME 
OPTIMIZED
The Numinous 14.0 Model 2 is
designed with the smallest
possible volume in relation to
the weight of the paddler.
The adapted volume in the
stern also means that the board
can be maneuvered more easily
during, for example, pivot turns
and is driven more easily with
the waves when, for example,
downwind paddling.



THE NUMINOUS HOLLOW IS AVAILABLE IS TWO VERSIONS: THE FUTURE 
OF SUP RACING

HOLLOW LIGHT 
Full lightweight carbon sandwich 
 hollow construction for minimum
weight and maximum competitiveness.
10,4 kg

HOLLOW 
Low weight and impressive durability.
The kevlar infused carbon combines
performance and durability for long-
lasting performance. 11,6  kg

CARBON SANDWICH HOLLOW
CONSTRUCTION 
The new hollow construction allows
for reduced weight and increased
stiffness and speed. The full carbon
design also offers incredible durability
that allows for performance that
stands the test of time. 

A NEW STANDARD IN SUP RACING
Numinous Hollow is the SUP board for you who want the lightest, stiffest and
therefore fastest paddle board you can handle. The Numinous 14.0 M2 Hollow
is simply designed to be the market's most responsive and fast-accelerating
SUP board. If you are looking for a SUP board that makes you internationally
competitive, this is our obvious recommendation. We stand by our words and
in order for you to be fully convinced, you are always welcome to visit us in
Motala for a test! 

FUNCTION FOR THE FUTURE 
The advantages of a hollow construction, in addition to reduced
weight, increased buoyancy and stiffness, is that it provides a
more durable SUP board over time. It also does not require as
much material in the manufacturing process as for a paddle board
with a foam core. Something that, together with the production in
our local area, we see as a path towards increased sustainability. 



14 x 21 | 14 x 23 | 14 x 25 

NUMINOUS 
MODEL 2 NUMINOUS

MODEL 2
If you are looking for a board
that makes you internationally
competitive in all disciplines,
this is our obvious
recommendation!

SPEED 
PHENOMENON
The Kona Numinous 14.0
Model 2 is an extremely easy-
to-drive and fast-accelerating
SUP board that, thanks to its
design, is just as good in a draft
position as in what it was
primarily created for;
to be first 

VOLUME 
OPTIMIZED
The Numinous 14.0 Model 2 is
designed with the smallest
possible volume in relation to
the weight of the paddler.
The adapted volume in the
stern also means that the board
can be maneuvered more easily
during, for example, pivot turns
and is driven more easily with
the waves when, for example,
downwind paddling.



Thanks to its well-thought-out design, long
waterline and low deck, the Kona Numinous
Model 2 has unparalleled stability and a glide that
allows you, regardless of level, to convert all your
power and energy into speed. The SUP board's
well-balanced and optimal volume distribution
means you can easily handle both wind and waves
from all directions as well as the tightest of pivot
turns.

BUILT FOR
SPEED

NUMINOUS 
MODEL 2

The reason behind the outstanding gliding and
acceleration ability of Numinous Model 2  is,
among other things, the board's low rocker line,
flat bottom design, and rounded edges. The bow
of the Kona Numinous also easily cuts through
the surface of the water regardless of the angle.

POWER
& CONTROL

GLIDE
& ACCELERATION



OCEAN 
MODEL 2

ALLROUND 
PERFORMANCE12'6 x 23 | 14 x 22 | 14 x 24 | 14 x 26 



OCEAN 
MODEL 2

Kona Sports now launches its new
training and racing machine for
maximum competitiveness,  no matter
the conditions, the Kona Ocean Model
2 – the SUP board optimized for
maximum performance in the toughest
of conditions.

BALANCED
VOLUME

DOWNWIND
SPEED

ALL CONDITION
PERFORMANCE

Functional testing of the Ocean Model 2
also demonstrasted its superb downwind
paddling capabilities. The data showed
that this was the absolute fastest SUP
board we tested in strong tailwinds (>12
m/s) and meter-high well. The feeling of
the board shooting away when surfing a
swell is outstanding - the Kona feeling 

The board's volume is balanced to
prevent the bow from diving in rougher
seas, and to provide increased buoyancy
in warm, shallow, and broken waters.
The volume in the stern provides
stability when turning and when surfing
making it easier to catch waves 



INFLATABLE 
BOARDS 

Magnus Lindstedt / Lake Vättern, Sweden



12'6 x 28 | 14 x 23 | 14 x 25 

NUMINOUS 
AIR

INFLATABLE 
PERFORMANCE

INFLATABLE PERFORMANCE 
Kona Numinous Air has a 5 mm thick deck pad with a ground
structure pattern for good grip. At the rear of the deck pad the SUP
board is equipped with a kick for maneuvering pivot turns. In the bow
the board has an elastic packing strap where you can store packing
with dry clothes, water bottle and other necessities. Kona Numinous
Air SUP 14.0 has a US box model that gives you unlimited possibilities
to adapt the choice of fin to your preferences and prevailing water
conditions. The SUP board comes with a race fin in hand-cut
fiberglass.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Numinous Air is made of 6” Fusion drop-stitch material with a
reinforcement carbon stringer. The SUP board has reinforced double
layer sides with carbon fiber structure and pin line reinforcements on
the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Finbox

Weight (12'6 x 28)

Weight (14 x 25)

Weight (14 x 27)

Volume (12'6 x 28)

Volume (14 x 25)

Volume (14 x 27)

Training/racing

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

25 psi

US-box

11.6kg

11.9kg

12.7kg

279L

281L

291L



10'6 x 24 | 12'6 x 24  

NUMINOUS JR 

INFLATABLE 
PERFORMANCE

JUNIOR PERFORMANCE
Kona Numinous JR Air SUP is developed for lighter and shorter
people. Children and young people.Kona Numinous JR Air is a flexible,
fast, and easy-to-maneuver SUP board for training and competition.
The properties of the SUP board are close to the properties Kona's
hard competition boards possess to perform to the maximum based
on the requirements that apply to large championship competitions in
SUP for juniors.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Numinous JR Air SUP 10.6/12.6 is made of 5” Fusion drop-stitch
material with a reinforcement PVC stringer. The SUP board has
reinforced sides with carbon fiber structure and pin line
reinforcements on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Finbox

Weight (10'6)

Weight (12'6)

Volume (10'6)

Volume (12'6)

Training/racing

5.0'', 12,7cm

15-17 psi

25 psi

US-box

8.1kg

10.5kg

255L

269L



Magnus Lindstedt & Marcus Tronet / Lake Vättern, Sweden



CRUISER 14 
AIR

CRUISER 14 
Kona Cruiser Air SUP 14.0 is developed for
individuals who are going on an adventure and
requires reliable equipment. This inflatable SUP
board suits you with the sight set on longer paddle
trips with solid packing. The length and width of
the SUP board make it very stable, it slides
extremely well, and the tapered shape provides
good directional stability. The Kona Cruiser Air
SUP 14.0 is relatively light in size thanks to the
construction of the SUP board.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
The Kona Cruiser Air SUP 14.0 is designed to be
light and very stiff for its size. The SUP board is
made of 6” Fusion drop-stitch material. To
maximize the rigidity of the SUP board, the Kona
Cruiser Air SUP 14.0 has a longitudinal
reinforcement on the top and bottom. The SUP
board has reinforced sides with carbon fiber
structure and pin line reinforcements on the top
and bottom which also contribute to the rigidity of
the board. This SUP board can handle a total
carrying weight of 220 kg distributed over the
board with retained function.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Weight

Volume

Finbox

Training/Touring 

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

25 psi

12.9kg

369L

US-box

14 x 28



CRUISER 12.6 
AIR CRUISER 12.6 

Kona Cruiser Air SUP 12.6 is a longer SUP board that is suitable for
touring and everyday exercise. With this inflatable SUP board in your
possession, you get the opportunity to explore and discover new
otherwise inaccessible places by the water. The SUP board's long
waterline means that it glides well in the water and the tapered shape
provides good directional stability.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Cruiser Air SUP 12.6 has a 5 mm thick deck pad with a ground
structure pattern for good grip. There are elastic packing straps both
in the bow and tail where you can fit packing for your paddle trip. The
SUP board is equipped with a US-box fin system so that you can adapt
the choice of fin to your preferences and prevailing water conditions.

The Kona Cruiser Air SUP 12.6 is designed to be durable. The board is
made of 6” drop-stitch material with machine-laminated double-layer,
the SUP board has reinforced sides with carbon fiber structure and pin
line reinforcements on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Weight

Volume

Finbox

Training/Touring 

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

25 psi

11.4kg

297L

US-box

12'6 x 30'5 



William Larsson / Åre, Sweden



CORE 12.6 
AIR

CORE 12.6 
Kona Core Air SUP 12.6 is perfect to take to the beach and for leisure
paddling. It is a stable inflatable SUP board that glides well through
the water thanks to its shape. Kona Core Air SUP 12.6 weighs
relatively little for its size, which makes it easy to handle.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Core Air SUP 12.6 is made of a 6” drop-stitch material in single-
layer, the SUP board has reinforced sides and pin line reinforcements
on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Weight

Volume

Finbox

Training/Touring 

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

20 psi

9.3kg

302L

US-box

12'6 x 30'5 

Kona Core Air SUP 12.6 has a large deck pad 5 mm in thickness with a
ground structure pattern for a good grip. In the bow the board has an
elastic packing strap for your packing for longer day trips. Kona Core
Air SUP 12.6 is equipped with a US-box fin system so you can change
the type of fin depending on the type of water you paddle.



CORE 10.8 
AIR

CORE 10.8 
Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 is developed to provide a good first
experience of inflatable SUP. Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 is a wide SUP
board. The SUP board is stable at low speeds and when you stand
still. The rounded bow and tail make it easy to make turn with the SUP
board. Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 can handle many types of water. From
flat water to breaking waves and easier rapids.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 is made of a 6”drop-stitch material in single-
layer, the SUP board has reinforced sides and pin line reinforcements
on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Weight

Volume

Finbox

Leisure 

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

20 psi

8.5kg

269L

US-box

10'8 x 32 

Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 also has an increasing deck pad 5 mm
thickness with a ground structure pattern for a good grip and an
elastic packing strap in the bow. Kona Core Air SUP 10.8 is equipped
with US-box fin system. It makes it possible to change the type of fin
dependence on the type of water you paddle.



SHORE 10.8 
AIR

SHORE 10.8 
Kona Shore Explore Air SUP 10.8 is a light and compact inflatable
SUP. Easy to take to the beach to have fun or when you go on a trip.
Kona Shore Air SUP 10.8 is a wide SUP board that feels stable at low
speeds and when you stand still with the board. The rounded bow and
tail make the SUP board easy to maneuver.

DESIGN / MATERIALS 
Kona Shore Air SUP 10.8 is made of a 6” drop-stitch material in
single-layer, the SUP board has reinforced sides and pin line
reinforcements on the top and bottom that make the board stiffer.

TECHNICAL SPECS

Usage 

Thickness 

Recommended pressure

Max Pressure 

Weight

Volume

Finbox

Leisure 

6.0'', 15.2cm

15-17 psi

20 psi

8.1kg

269L

Slide-in

10'8 x 32 

Kona Shore Explore Air SUP 10.8 has a large deck pad 3 mm thick with
shallow structure pattern and an elastic packing belt in the bow. The
SUP board is equipped with the slide-in fin, which is mounted without
screw.



EVOLVE 3D 
CARBON PADDLE

EVOLVE 3D 
Kona Evolve 3D is the SUP paddle that is specifically developed and optimized for
inflatable SUP boards. No matter what type of paddle board you prefer to paddle,
the Evolve 3D SUP paddle is for you. Kona Evolve increases both the speed and the
experience of your SUP paddling, regardless of whether you paddle for fun or train
seriously. 

BLADE 
The blade on Kona Evolve 3D has a rectangular shape that we have seen fit
inflatable boards best. This means that you get an even power transmission
throughout the driving phase of the paddle stroke and thereby make the inflatable
board react and glide more efficiant.  
The Evolve models with smaller blade size have a distinctive dihedral that provides
an effective but soft grip in the water for those who want to keep a slightly higher
frequency while the larger blades have deeper concave for a more distinct grip.
Great for you who would rather paddle with high power than high stroke rate. 

75sq | 84sq | 91sq | 97sq | 26/28mm shaft 



EVOLVE JR 
JUNIOR CARBON PADDLE

EVOLVE JR 
Kona Evolve JR is the paddle that is specifically developed and optimized for you who think that
most SUP paddles are too big and awkward. Regardless of your ambition, the Evolve JR SUP
paddle is for you. Kona Evolve increases both the speed and the experience of your SUP
paddling, regardless of whether you paddle for fun or train seriously. 

PRACTICAL PERFECTION 
Kona Evolve JR is an all carbon SUP paddle that has a slightly narrower shaft that suits you with
smaller hands. It also has an adjustable length so that you can grow with the paddle and also be
able to easily vary your paddling technique and intensity. The blade size on the Evolve JR is the
smallest possible that we have seen gives a good effect in relation to slightly smaller SUP boards
such as our inflatable junior boards.

75 sq / 26mm shaft 

DELICATE DETAILS 
The blade on the Kona Evolve JR has a rectangular shape that we have seen fit well for SUP
paddlers with relatively low weight. This means that you get an even power transmission
throughout the driving phase of the paddle stroke and thereby make your SUP board glide more
easily. The blade has a distinctive dihedral that provides a firm but soft grip in the water that
allows you to maintain a higher frequency without costing more energy. 



EXPLORE ALU 
3-PIECE ALUMINUM PADDLE

EXPLORE ALU 
THE PERFECT EVERYDAY PADDLE 
Explore Alu is a durable base paddle for you who want to get started with SUP easily and quickly.
It is a robust and relatively light SUP paddle with anti-twist shaft in anodized aluminum and a
plastic blade in a matching blue color for Kona Sport's inflatable SUP range. Alu Paddle Blue is
great for beginners in SUP paddling who are testing themselves.

VERSITILITY
Explore Alu is a 3-piece paddle with adjustable shaft length and a medium-sized paddle blade.
The possibility of being able to disassemble the paddle means that it fits in the backpack
together with an inflatable SUP board. Perfect during transport and when traveling.
The adjustable shaft has a span that is ideal for anyone with a body length between 160 cm and
200 cm. There is a measuring scale on the adjustable part of the shaft so that you can quickly
and easily change the length of the paddle to suits you. The shaft's anti-twist function means
that the handle is always in the correct position. Explore Alu has a medium-sized paddle blade to
fit both large and small people.

163-216 cm, 990gr



WELCOME ON BOARD

CONTACT US

Platensgatan 12, Motala, Sweden 
+46 (0)141 21 70 70 

support@kona-sports.com
www.kona-sports.com

tel:+46141217070

